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NE very fine day in the late unlucky and infamous
^nineteenth century, I found myself on the Lake of
r Como, with my body basking in the Italian sun and
die Italian color, and my mind uneasily busy on the
human drawbacks to all that loveliness.

There it was, at its best, the Italian beauty which makes men
of all nations homesick for it, whether Italy be their home or
not. Worth millions, this beauty, yet displaying itself for nothing
to the just and the unjust, the rich and the poor. So undervaluing
itself, in fact, that Italian labor, waiting on the pier at Cadenabbia
to catch our hawser as we graze the piles, will not look at it,
- not being quite so cheap itself, though very nearly: to be precise,
a penny an hour, one London dock laborer being thus worth
six Italians on the stricken field of industry.

On the pier, ready to embark, is a pretty lady in one of those
fairy frocks which women never seem to produce until they go
abroad, when the gravest tourist may, on any evening, see his
respectable wife appear at table d'hote with a dazzling air of
having come straight from Vienna, and left her character behind.
But as this young lady carries her frock like one born to such
luxuries, we surmise that she is American, and speculate as to
whether she is coming aboard.
She is; but, not to deceive you, she has nothing whatever to do
with my story. I remember nothing of her, except that the gang-
way through which the fairy frock brushed was held by labor
at a penny an hour, and that the friends who sent off the lady
in a cloud of kissings and wavings, and messages and invita-
tions, were, chiefly, Mr and Mrs Henry Labouchere and party.
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